
At Apple’s two-hour “It’s Show Time” event on 
March 26, 2019, the company announced 
various new offerings such as, Apple TV+ and 
Apple Card

Event Overview 

Social media has ushered in a new era of 
“dark marketing,” a phenomenon that illus-
trates the dramatic changes in how brands 
communicate online. 

Dark Marketing

Apple has started advertising their new 
offerings, and the results show some inter-
esting results so far.  

Campaign Analysis

In This Report

This report uses marketing intelligence from April 2019 and dives into 
the marketing campaigns of luxury automotive brands. 
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Social Marketing Snapshot
How Auto Brands Use Paid Social
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In This Report

Brand Insights

Top Creatives

We found that brands are focusing their
targeting efforts towards men

View the top performing ads for both public 
and dark marketing ad campaigns

Automotive Campaign Deep Dive

We ran an analysis on the top Luxury auto-
motive brands to see how they are using or-
ganic, and paid social to advertise

How Tesla Avoids Paid Social Ads

We analyzed Tesla’s social approach, nding 
they never use paid social media ads

Creative
An individual piece of content (like a photo or 
video) used within an advertising or 
marketing campaign to portray a product or 
brand message.

Engagement
A spectrum of consumer advertising activities 
and experiences—cognitive, emotional, and 
physical—that will have a positive impact on a 
brand. - IAB

Dark Marketing
An all-encompassing, multichannel strategy 
where advertisers target a specic audience 
segment with digital advertising with ads that 
ad invisible to any user outside of that audi-
ence segment. 

Today, 90% of Twitter ads, 85% of Facebook 
ads and 60% of YouTube ads are “dark” or 
hidden from public view.

Media Mix
The distribution of a brand’s messages/
creative/ads across various channels, recorded 
as a percentage.

Denitions

Brands in This Report

Share of Voice
Competitive snapshot report provides 
actionable insights into your competitive 
landscape. Our agile marketing platform 
aggregates 
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Tesla’s official Twitter page, showing no promoted activity

The fully-electric auto brand famously launched a Tesla Roadster into orbit 
as part of a joint campaign with space exploration company SpaceX, also 
founded by Elon Musk

Consistent with its innovative, buzz-generating 
marketing strategy, Tesla is steering clear of paid 
digital campaigns, unlike other auto brands, who are spend-
ing to reach their target audiences on Facebook and Insta-
gram during our data collection period.
 
Tesla -- notorious for its highly viral campaign, in launching 
one of its cars into outer space -- is taking the unusual route 
of focusing exclusively on organic content on Instagram and 
elsewhere. Their bet is paying off with over 2 million organ-
ic engagements, falling just behind Porsche who led the 
pack with 2.2 million organic engagements. They are also 
one of the few luxury auto brands to leverage Twitter for 
marketing communications. marketing communications. 

Tesla Digital Marketing Analysis

Campaign Overview 

Engagement Leaderboard

Share of Voice Leaderboard
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80% 20%55% 17% 21% 7%

Social Media Mix & Demographics Top Creatives

Creative Analysis

Age Range Targeting

Lexus Digital Marketing Analysis
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75% 25%49% 18% 32% <1%

Social Media Mix & Demographics Top Creatives

Audi’s top ad is an organic Instagram ad showing 
Audi’s new RS5 Coupe. The ad had over 250k likes, 
and over 600 comments. 

Audia also utilized Facebook dark posts to  
pushtheir new Audi Q8. This ad had over 12k likes, 
1.5k comments, and 900 shares.  

Creative Analysis

Age Range Targeting

Audi Digital Marketing Analysis
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83% 17%48% 32% 2% 18%

BMW’s top ad on the is an Instagram organic post 
showing  Khalid (a famous recording artist) 
revealing a special edition BMW I8. The ad had over 
34k likes, and 154 comments. 

The brand also utilized Instagram dark ads focusing 
on how BMW works with Apple carplay. The ad had 
11.6K likes and 194 comments.   

Social Media Mix & Demographics

Creative Analysis

Top Creatives

Age Range Targeting

BMW Digital Marketing Analysis
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Mercedes’s  top post is an Instagram organic post 
featuring a new maybach concept car. The ad had 
112.3K views and over 1K comments. 

Mercedes utilized Instagram dark posts to promote a 
campaign featuring the first woman to win the Grand 
Prix (who was a Mercedes driver). The ad has over 1.9 
Million views, over 40K likes, & 700 comments.    

69% 31%15% 38% 46% <1%

Creative Analysis

Social Media Mix & Demographics Top Creatives

Age Range Targeting

Mercedes Benz Digital Marketing Analysis
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Volvo’s top ad s an organic Instagram post 
showing the different colors you can pick for the 
Volvo S60. The post had 6.8K likes, over 800K views, 
over 400 shares, and over 900 comments. 

The brand also ran an Instagram dark campaign The brand also ran an Instagram dark campaign 
featuring the Volvo XC 90 and its safety features. 
The ad had 3.5K likes, and 50 comments.          

78% 22%35% 39% 11% 15%

Social Media Mix & Demographics

Creative Analysis

Age Range Targeting

Volvo Digital Marketing Analysis

Top Creatives
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78% 22%52% 42% 5% <1%

Social Media Mix & Demographics

Creative Analysis

Age Range Targeting

Infiniti’s top ad is an organic Instagram post show-
ing the arrival of the new Infiniti electric cars. The ad 
had over 16K likes, and 178 comments. 

The brand also published Instagram dark ads 
featuring content from their NCAA collaboration to 
raise money for cancer research. The ad had 14K 
likes, and 20 comments.          

Top Creatives

Infiniti Digital Marketing Analysis



68% 32%34% 13% 49% 4%

Social Media Mix & Demographics

Creative Analysis

Age Range Targeting
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Cadillac’s top post  an organic Instagram ad showing 
the arrival of Cadillac’s new CT5. The ad had over 
370K views, 52K likes, and over 600 comments. 

The brand also ran Facebook dark ads featuring 
Cadillac’s new CT6. The ad had over 5K likes, and 
over 700 comments, 419 shares.          

Top Creatives

Cadillac Digital Marketing Analysis
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62% 38%20% 35% 45% 0%

Social Media Mix & Demographics

Creative Analysis

Age Range Targeting

Porche’s top ad was an organic Instagram post 
showing the arrival of Porsche’s new Cayenne 
Coupe. The ad has over 460K likes, and 4.9K com-
ments. 

The brand also utilized Facebook dark posts to pro-
mote the Porsche Panamera. The ad had 1.6K likes, 
and over 198 comments, 49 shares.          

Top Creatives

Porsche Digital Marketing Analysis
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74% 26%54% 35% 10% 1%

Social Media Mix & Demographics

Creative Analysis

Age Range Targeting

Chevy utilized organic Facebook posts to promote 
the Chevrolet Equinox and acquire users for their 
new “My Chevrolet Rewards” program. The ad has 
229 likes, 76 comments, and 50 shares. 

The brand used Facebook paid posts to promote 
the “Next Generation Corvette”. The ad has 1.3K 
comments, 1.8K shares, and 3.4K likes. 

Top Creatives

Chevrolet Digital Marketing Analysis
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64% 36%55% 6% 39% 0%

Social Media Mix & Demographics

Creative Analysis

Age Range Targeting

Ford received positive engagement for it’s campaign 
promoting an environmentally friendly message in 
honor of Eath Day. The public post on Facebook re-
ceived over 800 likes, 125 comments & 450 shares.

Ford has also been targeting older audiences with 
thier ads, promoting the Ford Escape via Facebook.

Ford’s #EarthDay campaign wtih a message promoting 
environmental responsibility

Top Creatives

Ford Digital Marketing Analysis
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66% 34%37% 28% 33% 2%

Social Media Mix & Demographics

Creative Analysis

Age Range Targeting

Both ads featured on the right are Facebook dark 
ads showing the new Honda Passport SUV. 

Honda is pushing this new car in most of their 
Facebook ads. Utilizing A/B testing with images and 
videos shown on the right, for a total of over 20 
Facebook ads promoting the new Passport SUV.

Top Creatives

Honda Digital Marketing Analysis
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66% 34%30% 3% 61% 6%

Social Media Mix & Demographics

Creative Analysis

Age Range Targeting

Hyundai is using Facebook dark posts to promote 
the Hyundai Elantra, offering a $50 gift card to 
anyone who test drives the new car. 

The brand is also using Facebook dark posts for the The brand is also using Facebook dark posts for the 
Hyundai KONA. This ad is also promoting the same 
$50 offer if you come in to test drive the car. Based 
on these ads, Hyundai is  pushing conversion ads to 
get people into their dealerships.

Top Creatives

Hyundai Digital Marketing Analysis
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68% 32%32% 12% 53% 3%

Social Media Mix & Demographics

Creative Analysis

Age Range Targeting

Kia has been utilizing Facebook dark posts to 
promote the new Kia Soul GT-Line Turbo interior. 

There are currently over 10 creatives promoting this 
car, with a heavy investment in YouTube video, 
primarily targeting millennial audiences. 

Top Creatives

Kia Digital Marketing Analysis
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74% 26%100% 0% 0% 0%

Social Media Mix & Demographics

Creative Analysis

Age Range Targeting

Nissan has been utilizing Facebook as it’s only paid 
platform, while targeting mostly male audiences 
across multiple age ranges.

Their latest campaign, #CALLINGALLTITANS features 
trucks and SUVs with creative and messaging 
geared toward male audiences. 

Top Creatives

Nissan Digital Marketing Analysis
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70% 30%62% 19% 17% 2%

Social Media Mix & Demographics

Creative Analysis

Age Range Targeting

Toyota uses Facebook for a majority of their paid 
social media ads. The brand is targeting audiences 
in the millennial age group. 

Top Creatives

Toyota Digital Marketing Analysis
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78% 22%100% 0% 0% 0%

Social Media Mix & Demographics

Creative Analysis

Age Range Targeting

Volkswagen uses Facebook for all of its paid social 
media campaigns. 

The brand utilizes Facebook dark posts for their ad 
campaigns promoting the quality of their Volkswa-
gen Care  service package. 

Top Creatives

Volkswagen Digital Marketing Analysis
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www.brandtotal.com

BrandTotal provides a marketing intelligence platform that en-
ables brands to become agile marketers by reverse-
engineering their peers' marketing strategy. The vast majority 
of digital marketing activities are not publicly viewable since 
they are targeted and personalized to specic audiences. 

By applying advanced cyber security best practices and
 articial intelligence to marketing analysis, BrandTotal 
uncovers and analyzes these "dark" marketing efforts, 
illuminating competitors' strategies and tactics. Many of the 
most recognizable consumer brands use BrandTotal to 
discover marketing threats and opportunities in real time. 

The company was founded in 2016 and is headquartered in 
New York, with offices in Tel Aviv.

About BrandTotal

Find out what your competitors 
are doing across digital & social

Real-Time Competitive Insights 
for Performance Marketers


